Early evolutionary relationships among known life forms inferred from elongation factor EF-2/EF-G sequences: phylogenetic coherence and structure of the archaeal domain.
Phylogenies were inferred from both the gene and the protein sequences of the translational elongation factor termed EF-2 (for Archaea and Eukarya) and EF-G (for Bacteria). All treeing methods used (distance-matrix, maximum likelihood, and parsimony), including evolutionary parsimony, support the archaeal tree and disprove the "eocyte tree" (i.e., the polyphyly and paraphyly of the Archaea). Distance-matrix trees derived from both the amino acid and the DNA sequence alignments (first and second codon positions) showed the Archaea to be a monophyletic-holophyletic grouping whose deepest bifurcation divides a Sulfolobus branch from a branch comprising Methanococcus, Halobacterium, and Thermoplasma. Bootstrapped distance-matrix treeing confirmed the monophyly-holophyly of Archaea in 100% of the samples and supported the bifurcation of Archaea into a Sulfolobus branch and a methanogen-halophile branch in 97% of the samples. Similar phylogenies were inferred by maximum likelihood and by maximum (protein and DNA) parsimony. DNA parsimony trees essentially identical to those inferred from first and second codon positions were derived from alternative DNA data sets comprising either the first or the second position of each codon. Bootstrapped DNA parsimony supported the monophyly-holophyly of Archaea in 100% of the bootstrap samples and confirmed the division of Archaea into a Sulfolobus branch and a methanogen-halophile branch in 93% of the bootstrap samples. Distance-matrix and maximum likelihood treeing under the constraint that branch lengths must be consistent with a molecular clock placed the root of the universal tree between the Bacteria and the bifurcation of Archaea and Eukarya. The results support the division of Archaea into the kingdoms Crenarchaeota (corresponding to the Sulfolobus branch and Euryarchaeota). This division was not confirmed by evolutionary parsimony, which identified Halobacterium rather than Sulfolobus as the deepest offspring within the Archaea.